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PhD Dissertation: 1

Congressional Record: 1
Rumor: 1

Public Discussion: 2

Letters: 4

Interviews: 13
Oral History: 14
Ephemera/Archival Material: 15
LAICA Journal: 16

data visualization & pacific standard time

Academic Books: 19

between the lines:

Articles in Books: 38
Catalogues: 38

Where does information come
from? What kinds of sources do
art historians rely on most? This
chart was created from tallying the sources of the endnotes
of chapters one through five in
Pacific Standard Time: Los Angeles Art 1945-1980. Each endnote was tallied, regardless if the
source was already citied.

Explanatory Text: 39

A special thank you to the Getty Research Institute and the J. Paul
Getty Museum; Professor Steven Nelson; Raquel Zamora; and
David Flood for design consultation.
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Through graphic design and data visualization, our project attempts to “make sense” of the exhibition catalogue, Pacific
Standard Time: Los Angeles Art 1945-1980, edited by Rebecca Peabody, Andrew Perchuk, Glenn Phillips, and Rani Singh,
with Lucy Bradnock (2011). The reduction of such a rich and
complex history of art to a format of information graphics is in
part inspired by Alfred H. Barr’s chart of his exhibition, Cubism and Abstract Art (1936), and topics addressed in our Getty
Consortium Seminar, “Making Work: Pacific Standard Time & Artistic Practice.” Our project playfully embraces the impossibility of
such a daunting task, and our designed pamphlet is an effort to
reproduce knowledge in the form of archival ephemera, for future
and further research.
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BETWEEN THE LINES: DATA VISUALIZATION AND PACIFIC
STANDARD TIME is collaborative project by Kristen Galvin (UCI),
Kayleigh Perkov (UCI), Fernando Ramirez (UCR), and Emily Sevier (UCSD).

Focusing on the sidebars within
Pacific Standard Time: Los Angeles Art 1945-1980, five distinct
thematic categories emerged: 1)
Notable Figures, 2) Venues and
Events, 3) Art Forms and Movements, 4) Politics, and 5) Influences and Lifestyles Unique to
Los Angeles. In mapping these
themes across the sidebars,
each theme was given an intensity rating based on the level of
attention it received per individual sidebar. The rating system
began at 0 if there was little or
no relation to the theme, 1 if the
theme was mentioned or eluded
to, 2 if the theme was given significant, but not main focus, and
3 if the theme was given main
focus within the sidebar.
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Evaluating the five chapters in Pacific Standard Time: Los Angeles Art 1945-1980, a
notation was made for each mention of a
city by name. Regions, countries, and continents were omitted (e.g. Europe). In addition, with the exception of “LA” itself, cities
within the greater Los Angeles/Southern
California region were omitted for the sake
of scale. Furthermore, it should be noted
that this scan of cities was conducted manually and therefore prone to human error.
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1940

1940

Greater Presence of
European Émigrés

1943

Case Study House
Program Begins

CA Modern Design
Aesthetic

1946
LACMHSA-Modern Art
Included in Exhibition

1949
1952
1955

Dynaton
Group

New York
School

Early
Expressionists

Time Abroad in
Latin America & Europe
Industrial
Techniques

Modern Institute of
Art Opens and Closes

European
Modernism

Otis Clay

1958
Large Scale
Ceramics

Assemblage
Sculpture

1949

Military
Culture

Zen

1955

Ferus Gallery
Opens

Surf, Car & Motorcycle
Subculture

1961

1943
CA Modern Design
Aesthetic

1958
1961

Pop Art

1964

1949

Early
Expressionists

Watts Tower
Completed

Like the
mythology
surrounding the
Watts Towers, Modernism in Los Angeles
is often falsely seen as acts
of isolated creativity without a
larger cultural context.

1964

1946

Both Modernist
Design and Architecture and Modern Art had
connections to the private
sphere. However, the speed
at which Modern Design and
Architecture gained national
recognition and visibility far
outpaced that of Modern
Art in Los Angeles.

Anti-Modern
Sentiment

1952

Chance &
Intuition

Abstract
Classicism

Picasso
Ceramics

1940

Active Avant-Garde
Book Stores

Bauhaus

Pasadena Art
Museum Opens

Ceramic
Assemblage

Sculptural
Ceramics

1946

Active Avant-Garde
Book Stores

Anti-Modern
Sentiment

Watts Tower
Completed

1943

Southland
Surrealism

Dada
Influence

Modern art was
largely housed in private
collections, leading to a public
mistrust of modernism, which
was encouraged by anti-communist
propaganda. Due to this context, artists relied on themselves as opposed
to institutions in fashioning their own
communities and networks.

These
stores disseminated international modern
culture and provided a meeting
ground for the like-minded and curious. They may have also provided
a basis for the public’s suspicion of
modern culture. Walter Hopps claimed
that a purveyor of one store made
the bulk of his profits through the
back-room sales of “fancy
pornography.” (18)

Like other groups, the
Early Expressionist painters taught in a variety of Los
Angeles art schools, creating an
influence larger than formalist
genealogies would
suggest.

Otis Clay

The Otis
Clay group destabilized notions of medium
specificity and encouraged a
mindset that viewed one’s role
as an “artist” continuing outside
the studio. They also maintained a
male-dominated and often sexist creative environment that
would persist in the Los
Angeles scene well into
the 1970s.

1952

Abstract
Classicism

Helen Lundeberg was an
important influence of Abstract
Classicism; her exclusion from
group exhibitions was largely a
sexist act.

1955
1958
1961
1964

Artforum in
Los Angeles

1967

1967

1970

Performance Art

1970

Video Art

1973

A P.S.T. History of Art was created through an engagement with Andrew Perchuk’s and Catherine Taft’s chapter,
“Floating Structures: Building the Modern in Post-War Los Angeles,” in Pacific Standard Time: Los Angeles Art 19451980. The initial concept was to use the text to create a phylogeny of the Los Angeles art world; a gesture that was
meant both as a parody of our desire to have a complex history distilled in relatable terms, and a genuine curiosity to
see what potential knowledges would emerge. Quickly after beginning the project, it became clear that such a simplistic diagram would not do justice to the text, which diversely engages with a number of artists and influences that
could not be accounted for in such a reduced narrative. It is in this spirit that the diagram on the right was created, a
visual reversal where subtext moves front and center.
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